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MHM breakthrough in Oval Printing Technology provides the most unbeatable asset for 
a printer: incredible modularity! Endlessly expandable, smooth operating and extre-
mely  wear resistant - ground-breaking MATRIX redefines screen printing reality!

+ Standard print formats: 50x70cm (19,7“x27,5“), 70x100cm (27,5“x39,4“), 80x100cm (31,5“x39,4“), 

    (different formats on request)

+ Nearly unlimited different configurations of the press  for special printer’s needs

+ Unlimited number of stations possible (in 2 station increments) due to modular drive of each station

+ Modular drive of each station - guaranteed precision and registration 

+ Combination of stable construction and modular design allow operators an easy access between
    each print station for adjustment and maintenance purposes

+ Possibility to lift squeegee arms separately from the printing station thus obtaining better view of the printed  
    image

+ MHM engineered high performance printing heads are easy to handle

+ Instant pallet release for unbeatable pallet changeover times

+ Extreme lightweight aluminium pallets minimize energy consumption and raise wear endurance of the 
    press

+ Different kinds of pallets possible (f.e.: All Over Print, Sleeve Pallets,...) 

+ Four front and rear functional pallets can be used for many applications – loading, off-loading, curing,     
    cooling, etc

+ Four front and rear functional pallets also make it possible to simultaneously print two designs 
    (double output)

+ Constant speed of the pallets at corner rotation enable smooth operation and raise wear endurance of the 
    press
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For more information please contact our Sales Department (sales@mhm.at)

MHM reserves the right to introduce further changes and technical modifications

Distance small = 101 cm ( 39,8“)
Distance large = 126 cm (49,6“)
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6,9 m (22,6 ft) 24,6 m (80,7 ft)

35,9 m (117,8 ft)

pallet for All-Over-Print 
 

Specification :

Standard Printing Formats:                  50x70cm (19,7“x27,5“), 70x100cm (27,5“x39,4“), 

           80x100cm (31,5“x39,4“),  (different sizes on request!)

Maximum Number of Stations:           UNLIMITED

Electrical Requirement - Table:           0,15kW/Table

Electrical Requirement - Printhead:    0,4kW/Printhead

Max. Air Consumption - Printhead:     50 (l/min)/Printhead

Air Pressure (min):          7 bar

Maximum lenght of frame:        50x70 (19,7“x27,5“)      114 cm (44,9“)

           70x100 (27,5“x39,4“)    144 cm (56,7“)

           80x100 (31,5x39,4“)     144 cm (56,7“)

Maximum width of frame:                  appr. 130 cm(51,2“) 


